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Marksbury Foundation Unit - the creative
environment

The artists observed an uncluttered room
– a brave, open environment. Children were
able to move between spaces and activities,
physically and imaginatively, moving
between real time and fantasy. The adults
were struck by the freedom and dexterity in
this behaviour.

Suzanne: ‘It really was an empty shell and
because of the space restrictions I decided
to keep furniture to a minimum with no real
fixed structure, so each day the children
could create something different. I thought
about it from a child’s point of view. I wanted
open access to outdoor space and the
children to feel independent. Imagination,
independence, relationships and trust are
key to the organisation of the classroom.’

Research questions
Deborah: This year it’s about making
choices and moving between spaces. How
does this transition happen?
Kirsty: We’ve looked at it in terms of
boundaries - social, physical or cultural.
Deborah: How able do they feel to move
between spaces/territories/groups? How
does it feel in-between?
The children moved seamlessly between
behaviours and activities such as work and
play without adult intervention. Why and
how do they do this?
In researching with the children we
• went out with the children, looking for
boundaries
• took photographs of boundaries
• had discussions with the children about
boundaries
• brought in materials for the children to
make their own boundaries.

Creative relationships
We had two questions: one looked at the
structure of relationships and negotiation
between the children and the artist: How do
you invite someone to participate in research
with you? The other explored behaviours and
environments: What do people feel like in the
in-between spaces? We created installations
that altered the physical spaces they were
familiar with, making dramatic and imaginative
boundaries – barriers, fences, cordoned-off
areas. The materials were seductive and
inviting. The barriers presented an ambiguous
tension – were the children allowed through?

Educators perspective: creative
behaviours
The research gave the children an
opportunity to explore provocations and
materials without someone else intervening
– they had to make their own decisions
and find their own limits. It gave them
challenges: ‘How am I going to overcome
that?’ It became apparent that certain
children were exploring provocations in
very different ways. One child asked lots of
questions before touching anything whilst
others fully immersed themselves in every
possible way!

‘Whilst I observed the children playing
with the materials and spaces, I began to
appreciate and understand the process each
child went through when making a decision
or when crossing a boundary. When out
of school in the woods, everyone was
able to take and measure their own risks.
Certain children were observed making key
decisions about their own physical abilities,
as well as decisions about how they were
going to move around the space. The
sessions with the children were so intricate
that when it came to the reflective meetings I
felt rather excited.’ Educator

‘The children’s responses give us new
questions: Are they more interested in
crossing boundaries than making boundaries?
What are the implications? - Fluidity of identity,
understanding themselves and each other by
looking from different perspectives? Are they
more interested in testing themselves than
testing boundaries? Was it about standing on
the boundary, what it felt like in the in-between
space, and about crossing their own selfchosen boundaries? This leads to a question
for the future. We see the development of
this work to be about creating and choosing
environments in which children can safely
explore self-initiated challenges.’ Artist

‘I feel I understand the children on a whole different level and I believe the children have found
new ways of researching the world.’ Suzanne McCallum, Educator

